Know your vocabulary

Citizen Alien Naturalized Citizen Representatives

Candidate Jury of Peers Common Good Witnesses

Understand the facts about aliens living in the United States, what they can and cannot do. Section 1 pages 46-47

Example: They can live and work here but the cannot vote

Understand the facts about naturalized citizens in the United States, what they can and cannot do. Section 1 pages 46-47

Example: Naturalized citizens can vote but the cannot be President.

Know why the most important position a person can hold in this country is the office of citizen. Section 1 pages 46-47

Be able to list off some rights, duties and responsibilities of a citizen in this the United States. Here are some examples there may be others on the test. Section 2 pages 48-54

Rights Duties Responsibilities

Vote Pay Taxes Vote
Speech Obey Laws Volunteer
Religion Attend School Common Good

Know your 7 social roles and examples of each Section 3 pages 54-59

Friend
Consumer
Student/Worker
Social Group
Self
Family
Citizen

Be able to defend you position on the current voting age of 18.